INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

It’s easy to add a rusted finish to practically anything with Rust n Dust...wood, plastic, metal...even paper! A few simple steps will convert a model structure, auto, train, boat or military vehicle into a rusted out hulk...ready for the junk yard. Rust n Dust will not craze or crack plastic.

Rust n Dust is a series of washes that you apply to the surface of a model. The more you apply, the more-pronounced is the rust effect. You can mix and match the various washes to suit the model you’re weathering, but the basic steps are listed below. Let the paint and washes dry between applications.

Rust n Dust works best on a dark-colored object. In the example below, we started with a dark brown painted car model. If your model is a light color, paint it with a dark, flat color. The rust effect is more visible on darker surfaces. We use grimy black or dark brown on our models.

**NOTE:** Stir (do not shake) liquids 1, 2, and 3 thoroughly before use.

---

**Step 1**

To get started, apply a wash of Rust n Dust #1. Let it flow into all the cracks and crevices. This is where rust forms most. A “blotchy” application works best.

**Step 2**

Next, apply a wash of Rust n Dust #2. This black wash accentuates the contours and details of the model.

**Step 3**

Next, apply a coat of Rust n Dust clear flat #3. At this point, and while the #3 clear coat is still wet, you can apply a little bit of dust #4 in areas of heavy rust.

**Step 4**

Finally, dust the model with Rust n Dust #4. This dry powder provides a blended rust and dirt texture to your model for the final finish.

---

**Before**

**After**

See the difference?

**NOTE:** The materials used in Rust n Dust are non-toxic and non-corrosive; however, we recommend you avoid inhalation or ingestion of any of them.